
SOUL LIGHT - Three  
LOVE IS THE ONLY ANSWER    

Since the beginning of civilisations, societies of every ilk across the globe have tried 
to find order and harmony within which they could prosper and develop. 
    
They have tried coercion, manipulation, money, repression, violence, slavery, 

gender degradation, racial vilification, sexual depravity, segregation, bigotry, 
apartheid, war, tribal and creedal holocausts, guns, defoliants, chemical warfare, 
drugs, lies, class discrimination, economic power, industrial power,   
secret societies and religion  to name just a few. 

    
Many times many of these processes have been used together.   
Alone or in union, all have failed. 

    
None have even offered a momentary glimmer of hope.  
Wars to end wars have always led to further wars.  
Controls to end controls have always led to further controls. 

    
When will we wake up? 

    
How ignorant can the human race be? 

    
How long will it remain so? 

    
I stand for peace; I speak only love. 

    
A recent video had a soldier ask the question: Did I do something wrong? 

    
My answer is you are acting absolutely irresponsibly and inappropriately . 

    
This video had the soldier claim I m doing my job for you .  
My answer to that is which you do you mean? My infinite spirit? My boundless 
soul?  
    
How are you helping these aspects of myself?  
Or do you mean the maintenance of my standards, our businesses and our way of 

living no matter how many babies, mothers, fathers, grandparents, neighbours, 
friends, boyfriends, girlfriends, best friends, pals, partners and workmates and other 
innocent people on the other side have to die to ensure the current status quo?    

Most conflicts have nothing at all to do with saving the lives of people  but are 
rather about gaining economic and political advantage.  
    
Is that ever a moral or legitimate reason to kill people?   
Tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands of people? 

    
No. 

    
Each and every soldier needs our love, absolutely.  
On both sides of every conflict. 

    
But everyone of us should be focused on the end of soldiery 

   

the only way you truly destroy an enemy is TO MAKE A FRIEND.  
   



 
That should be our spiritual focus.  

    
To be friends with the entire world. 

    
The endless, ceaseless wars across the planet  many of them fought by people 

who claim to follow some aspect of the Divine  are an abuse of the beauty and 
richness of a human being. 
    
People get pastors to bless weapons before they re fired into other people s cities 
and bodies  how crazy, how heartless is that?  
    
How would we like to be on the end of one of those attacks?  
If the leader of the aggressors said they were doing it for the maintenance of peace 

(as they have said since time immemorial) would that make it OK for you?  
    
I believe we must come together as one, we must share love as one. 

    
All soldiers of all nations should be encouraged to HUG one another. 

    
Politicians who want to send people to war should go themselves. 

    
Soldiery should be reserved for the maintenance of peace  and that alone.  

    
Soldiery should never be the willful instigator of death. 

    
All aggressors should withdraw from the lands of other people, regardless of how 

much wealth or other potential gain those lands offer.  
    
There s no excuse for acts of aggression, no matter what glossy terms are used to 

sanitise such behaviour. 
    
Contrary to the lies of the ignorant warmongers, love is not a cop-out.  

    
It s not for the faint-hearted. 

    
Any person who think they re a victim can hate.  
Any non-thinking person can pick up a gun and shoot someone. 

    
It takes courage, strength, spiritual understanding, deep compassion and a rich 

appreciation of the  
true wealth of the human spirit to truly love.    

But ultimately, it s the only truly worthwhile act of life  to love. 
    
Let us love one another. 

    
Let us move from all these totally failed inhuman and ignorant practices of the past. 

    
Let us claim our birthright. 

     
Let us claim a shining future for our children and the generations to come. 

    
Let us BE the LOVE we ARE!  

    
I AM LOVE  



    
AND LOVE IS ALL I NEED TO GIVE  

    
TO ALL I MEET  

    
AND ALL I DO 

    
Love and Blessings, 

    
Les 


